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ABSTRACT

A series of space-time kinetics experiments has
been performed in th'e ZED-2 reactor. The main purpose of
the experiments was to provide a set of data with which to
test the adequacy of spatial kinetics codes and models
used to describe the behaviour of large, heavy-water
moderated power reactors.

The experiments were designed to minimize excitation
of the fundamental mode. A pseudo-random binary sequence
was used to control the movement of two absorbers located
SYmmetrically, one in each half of the reactor, and moving
vertically in opposite directions. To increase the reactor's
susceptibility to flux tilt a split-core configuration was
used. The reactor response was measured using three neutron
detectors.

A comparison of the frequency responses derived
experimentally with a point-reactor model and other, more
exact models is presented. Because of the limited number
of experiments done it was not possible to obtain the wide
range of results needed to thoroughly check a kinetics code.
Additional experiments are planned, using an improved
measurement technique, to yield additional information on
the kinetic behaviour of large reactor systems.
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Experiences cinetiques sur des coeurs couples

dans Ie reactelirZED-2

par

H.W. Hinds, F.N. McDonnell et D.H. Walker

Resume

Une ser~e d'experiences cinetiques d'espace-temps
a ete effectuee dans Ie reacteur ZED-2. Le principal but de
ces experiences etait d'obtenir un ensemble de donnees
permettant de mettre a l'essai la congruite des codes et des
modeles cinetiques spatiaux employes pour decrire Ie
comportement des grands reacteurs de puissance moderes par
eau lourde.

Les experiences ont ete con~ues pour m~n~m~ser

l'excitation du mode fondamental. Une sequence binaire
pseudo-aleatoire a ete employee pour controler Ie mouvement
de deux absorbeurs situes symetriquement, l'un dans chaque
moitie du reacteur et se depla~ant verticalement dans des
sens opposes. Pour augmenter la susceptibilite du reacteur
au balancement de flux une configuration a coeur fendu a ete
utilisee. La reponse du reacteur a ete mesuree au moyen de
trois detecteurs de neutrons.

On presente une comparaison des reponses de
frequence obtenues experimentalement avec un modele de
reacteur en point et d'autres modeles plus exacts. Par suite
du nombre limite d'experiences faites il n'a pas ete possible
d'obtenir la vaste gamme de resultats necessaires pour
verifier comme il faut un code cinetique. Des experiences
additionnelles sont prevues au moyen d'une technique de mesure
amelioree qui permettra d'obtenir d'autres renseignements sur
Ie comportement cinetique des grands systemes de reacteur.

L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitee

Laboratoires Nucleaires de Chalk River

Chalk River, Ontario

Septembre 1972
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KINETICS EXPERIMENTS ON COUPLED CORES

IN THE ZED-2 REACTOR

1. INTRODUCTION

A series of space-time kinetics* experiments has been
performed in the ZED-2 reactor. The main purpose of the ex
periments was to provide data with which to test the adequacy
of spatial kinetics codes and models used to describe the be
haviour of large, heavy-water-moderated power reactors.

The experiments were done in split cores of natural
uranium metal, following static measurements using similar
reactor configurations [lJ.

As in the earlier static measurements [1]. core coupling
was varied by moving the two half-cores apart, thus increasing
the thickness of heavy water between them. A pseudo-random
binary sequence (PRBS) was used to control the movement of two
absorbers located symmetrically, one in each half-core. The
absorbers were driven in opposite direction, i.e. 180 0 out of
phase to minimize excitation of the fundamental mode. Three
detectors were located in various regions of the reactor to
measure the resultant variation in the neutron flux which was
then used to derive the reactor transfer function.

A comparison of the frequency responses** derived experi
mentally with a point reactor model and other, more exact models
is also presented.

The work to be described was done as a co-operative
program between the Reactor Control and Reactor Physics Branches.
Valuable experience was gained with the experimental equipment
during the alloted time on the reactor. Equipment modifications
during this period reduced the time available for experiments.
In spite of this, several runs were carried out for the configur
ations studied. It is hoped that the results presented here will
provide an incentive to further investigate the space-time
behaviour of nuclear reactor systems.

*The term "kinetics" is used here since we are concerned only with
the zero-power behaviour of the reactor. The term "reactor dynamics"
also includes the effects of feedback and other mechanisms.

**The terms 'transfer function'and frequency response are used
interchangeably.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

The experiments were carried out in the heavy-water
moderated ZED-2 reactor [2J using 112 ZEEP rods in a square
lattice with a 15 cm pitch. The ZED-2 reactor tank is 336 em
diameter and has a 60 cm thick graphite side reflector and a
90 cm thick bottom reflector, also graphite. Each ZEEP rod
consists of 19 natural-uranium metal slugs 3.25 cm diameter,
15 em lonq stacked in an aluminum tube 3.49 cm a.D. (outside
diameter) with a 0.1 em thick wall.

2.1 Core Configurations

The experiments described here were designed to study
neutron flux disturbances having the shape of the first azi
muthal mode. (See Appendix A.) The main effect of separating
the two halves of the core is to reduce the difference between
the two lowest eigenvalues, the fundamental and the first azi
muthal and thus to increase the susceptibility of the reactor
to first azimuthal flux tilts.

Following the calculation of the eigenvalues and the
simple uniform reactor transfer functions, it was decided to
do experiments on the following cores, shown in Fig. 1:

(a) Split core with 2 pitch separation (112 rods), designated
configuration C in reference [lJ.

(b) Split core with 6 pitch separation (112 rods), designated
configuration D in reference [lJ.

Calculation of higher-mode eigenvalues is described
elsewhere [lJ. The uniform reactor transfer function calcul
ations were carried out as follows:

The uncontrolled neutron kinetics reactor transfer function
representing the (r-8) spatial modes for 6 delayed neutron
groups has been given by E. critoph [3J as,

(1)

s + A.
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- i~l (s + Ai)

where the parameter Aa
n is defined as the buckling difference

between the "nth" mode and the fundamental and "s" is the Laplace
transform variable. The data used for the calculation of the
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first azimuthal transfer functions presented here are given in
Tables 1 and 2 that follow.

It is apparent from the transfer functions for the 6 P
and 2 P split cores shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, respectively.
and derived from equation (l), that it should be possible to
observe a break frequency (i.e. phase angle = -45°) for the
6-pitch split but probably not for the 2-pitch split, since
the break frequency for the latter occurs at f~25 Hz, It was
decided to carry out the measurements on the 2 P and 6 P split
cores and, if time permitted, to do an intermediate split.
These simple calculations also indicated that there should be
an appreciable separation between the gains of the fundamental
and first azimuthal modes for both configurations.

The moderator purity at the time of the experiments was
99.439 atom percent D20. The critical heights for the 2 P and
6 P split cores with the absorbers and detectors in position
were 149.5 cm and 186.5 em, respectively.

TABLE 1

Uniform Reactor Transfer Function Data

mean neutron lifetime 1.2 ms

6-pitch split core buckling difference
1 st azimuthal mode

-4 -2
for = 1,40 x 10 cm

2-pitch split core buckling difference _4
for. 1st -2

azimuthal mode = 5.7 x 10 cm

k~ infinite medium multiplication factor = 1.2137

M2 migration area = 257.0 em2

).2 ,

TABLE 2

Delayed Neutron Data

Group Ai
~i-1

(sec )

1 0.0125 0.000212

2 0.0306 0.001466

3 0.1130 0.001353

4 0.3050 0.002790

5 1.160 0.000928

6 3.08 0.000332
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2.2 Absorber System

The experiments consisted of measuring a frequency res
ponse where the input signal was a reactivity perturbation and
the output signal was proportional to the sum or difference of
changes in neutron flux as measured by various detectors.

For optimum excitation of the 1st azimuthal mode and to
minimize the fundamental mode, the absorbers should be located
at the maxima of the 1st azimuthal mode. The other requirement
was that each absorber be worth approximately 1 mk in the funda
mental. The calculations to determine the size and location of
the absorbers are described in Section 2.2.1 below. A des
cription of the absorbers and the absorber drive mechanism also
follows.

2.2.1 Absorber Design

The design of the absorber was finalized after deciding
to use the PRBS method of excitation rather than an oscillator
method. The absorber consisted of two small cylinders of
cadmium oriented vertically in ZED-2 and moving one inside the
other with a resultant increase in surface area giving a 1 mk
addition in reactivity.

TO determine the final dimensions of the absorber cylinders,
a short series of measurements was made in ZED-2 to determine
the reactivity effects of various cadmium cylinders at the
locations of interest. The reactivity worth of the cadmium
absorber was determined from a measurement of the change in
critical height, 6h, when the absorber was introduced into a
reference lattice. The Co wire technique was used to obtain
a relation between 6h and the corresponding reactivity effect
in a full core lattice. The reactivity worth corresponding
to a given 6h was also determined from a MICRETE-4 [4] cal
culation. The results for two Co wire experiments in a full
core configuration are given in Table 3. The results derived
from the two different methods are in good agreement.

TABLE 3

Reactivity Worth of Co Wire

in Full Core ZED-2 Lattice [lJ

Location 6h (6k) (6~)MIC4k Co
cm Ink mk

KO 0.678 1.08 1.02

HO 0.484 0.75 0.73
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A summary of the reactivity worths calculated by
MICRETE-4 for various cadmium cylinders at different locations
in ZED-2 is given below in Table 4. In all cases the cylinders
were located near the peak of the vertical flux distribution.
An estimate of the change in absorber surface to produce 1 mk
change in reactivity at each location is also given in Table 4.
The final dimensions of the absorber were based on these results.

TABLE 4

Reactivity Worth of Cadmium Cylinders

in ZED-2 Lattice

Configuration Location Cylinder O.D tlkeff* tl Surface
k
eff

mk

cm mk em2 /mk

Full Core GO 2.0 0.53 74
HO 2.0 0.84 48
KO 2.0 1.09 36
KO 1.75 0.98 36

2 P Split GO 2.0 0.50 79
HO 2.0 0.60 66
KO 2.0 1.14 35

6 P Split GO 2.5 0.57 88
HO 2.5 0.65 77
KO 2.5 0.44 114

* associated with change in cylinder length of 6.3 em (i.e. 8.2
to 14.5 em)

Two concentric cadmium cylinders 7.94 em long and formed from
0.076 em thick cadmium sheet were fastened tightly to the outer
surfaces of two long aluminum tubes 3.18 em and 3.81 cm outside
diameter respectively. The lower edge of the cadmium absorber
on the inner or carrier tube was 45.09 cm from its lower end and
that on the outer tube was placed so as to "cover" the inner
absorber when the carrier tube was at its lower limit of travel.
The inner carrier tube was constrained to move parallel to its
length by teflon guide blocks at either end. The outer tube
extended almost to the calandria floor frrnn the mounting plate
fastened to the upper edges of the fuel support beams. The
inner carrier tube on the other hand was only about 2.4 m long
and coupled by a light rigid connecting rod to the driving piston
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of the actuator which was mounted on the support plate. A
large lead weight was attached to the bottom end of the outer
tube to counteract the buoyancy effect of the "empty" absorber
assembly.

The 7.6 cm travel of the inner cylinder is equivalent to
a change in area of 76 cm2 or a 6 p of ~1.15 mk in the 2 P core
at position HO, from Table 4. This compares well with the values
of 1.11 mk and 1.07 mk far 6pdeduced from the measured changes
in critical height for the actual absorbers located at positions
HO and NO respectively in the 2 P core. Removing the outer
cylinder and oscillating the inner cylinder only is worth ~0.19

mk. A plot of reactivity effect against position is shown in
Fig. 3 for the absorber located at position HO in core C.

2.2.2 Drive Unit

The drive unit was a slightly modified double-acting
single-ended linear pneumatic device having a nominal stroke
of 7.6 cm limited at either end by a solid metallic stop. As
supplied, these units were equipped with pneumatic cushioning,
a feature that was eliminated to reduce the transit time. No
perceptible wear or damage resulted from this modification;
however, considerable noise resulted from the impact of the
piston at the end stops when operating at pressures of 40 psi.
An absorber position signal was obtained from a potentiometer
driven by a capstan and cable arrangement from the actuator
drive rod.

The actuators were supplied with air from the 100 psi
building service air system through a high-speed, high-capacity
pressure regulating valve (PRV) followed by a 90-litre ballast
tank. The "up-drive" part of one actuator and the "down-drive"
part of the other were connected in parallel to the "cylinder"
part of a 1.9 cm, 3-way solenoid-pilot-operated diaphragm valve
with two 7.61 m lengths of 0.95 em diameter hose. The solenoid
valve, mounted near the ballast tank, permitted tank pressure
to be applied to the actuators when its solenoid was energized
and blocked the air supply and allowed the actuators to vent to
atmosphere when the solenoid was de-energized. A second similar
solenoid valve controlled the air supply to the other parts of
the two actuators. Relay contacts in the pseudo-random binary
sequence generator switched a 30 volt DC power supply to the
solenoid valves. The absorber mechanism could be driven at a
maximum frequency of approximately 6 - 7 Hz. At higher fre
quencies the absorber could not complete its full travel.
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The rise and fall times of the unit, of the order of 0.1 s,
were not identical. Because of this and the fact that the two
absorber worths were not identical, it was not possible to completely
suppress the fundamental mode.

2.2.3 Absorber Location

The MICRETE-4 code [5J can be used to calculate radial and
azimuthal harmonic modes provided a reasonable estimate of the
eigenvalue (i.e. k eff ) for the appropriate mode is available. As
mentioned above, the method used, along with the details of the
calculations for the various configurations, has been given
previously [lJ. Only the results pertinent to the present experi
ments will be given here.

Previous studies [6J of the spatial stability of the CANDU-BLW
system have used a modal expansion of the perturbed flux distribution
in a series of unperturbed modes of the system. A similar analysis
is described here to determine the optimum position of the absorbers.

Routines have been added to MICRETE-4 which permit an
expansion of the perturbed flux distribution, due to the presence
of a single absorber, in a series of three of the first four
spatial modes of the unperturbed system. The first four modes,
the fundamental, the first and second azimuthal and the first radial,
of the 6-pitch and 2-pitch 15 cm square lattice were calculated
and the following orthogonality relat~on assumed between the modes:

r M (x,y) M (x,y) dV = 6
v m n mn

core

Since MICRETE-4 uses a two-group model one should use
adjoint fluxes for the above condition; however, for ease of
calculation the thermal flux distribution was used.

(2 )

A perturbation equal to ~l mk was inserted at various
locations in the cores of interest. The perturbed flux dis
tribution ¢ (x,y) was represented by the following expansion:

p

¢ (x,y) = AcMe (x,y) + A1Ml (x,y) + A.M. (x,y) (with i = 2 or 3) (3)
p ~ ~

where ¢ (x,y) is normalized as follows:
p

r
J

core
¢ (x,y) dV = J AcMe (x,y)

p core
dV
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Al , A and A
3

are the amplitude factors of the 1st azimuthal,
aZimuthal, and 1 st radial modes, respectively. Depending on
location of the perturbation one uses either the M or M

3
mode

the fit to the residual R(X,y) where 2

Referring to Fig. 1, the results of this analysis indicate
that positions ~ in the 6-pitch split core and in the 2-pitch
split core emphasize the first azimuthal mode at the expense of
the two higher modes.

2.3 Detection System

Three detectors were used in the experiments. A TQU boron
coated ion chamber was located at the centre of the reactor
between the two core halves. It was placed in a polythene bag
and suspended from the central beam.

The two other detectors available were U-235-coated fission
chambers (Reuter-Stokes type RM10A) and these were located in
symmetric positions one in each half of the core. The fission
chambers were placed in water-tight containers and strapped to
fuel rods at the desired positions (see Fig.l) .

2.4 Method of Measurement

2.4.1 Timing

The method of measurement of the reactor transfer functions
is known as the PRBS-FFT technique [7J. It uses a pseudo-random
binary sequence (PRBS) to excite the system and a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) program to analyze the responses.

Four series of tests were conducted, corresponding to
maximum frequencies of 1 HZ, 5Hz, 10 Hz and 20 Hz. The 1 Hz
and 5 Hz tests used the standard technique, described in earlier
reports[7, 8, 9J. For these two cases the following relationship
applied:

f
512s

=
f 255

c

where
f sampling frequency=

s
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f = clocking frequency for PRBS.
c

is
The maximum frequency

given by:
of interest f (Nyquist frequency)

N

f
s

2

Thus for these two tests:

f ~ f .
c - N

For mechanical reasons, it was impossible to drive the
absorbers the full travel with a clocking frequency greater
than about 7 Hz. However, high frequency lobes in the amplitude
spectrum of a PRBS contain significant power and these may be
used to obtain results for frequencies greater than the clocking
frequency. This technique was used to extend the frequency range
to 20 Hz.

TO obtain good results the period of the PRBS must be
exactly equal to the period of the sampled block,

i.e.
N
f

s

where

L
=

f
c

N = number of samples in block (in our case 512)

L = number of clock pulses in PRBS period =
2r - 1.

We desired maximum frequencies of 10 Hz and 20 Hz; the values
of L that satisfy the above equations are given in Table 5.

TABLE 5

PRBS Characteristics

Frequency (Hz)

Nyquist Sampling Clocking L Period
f

N
f f (bits) (Sec)

s c

20 40 ~5 63 12.5

10 20 ~5 127 25.0

5 10 ~5 255 51. 0

1 2 ~l 255 255.0
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2.4.2 Experimental setup

A block diagram of the measuring system is shown in
Fig. 2. A Multi-Digital Time Base Generator (EB-5818) produced
a sampling pulse at frequency f s for recording on the tape and
a clocking pulse at frequency f for driving the PRBS generator.
The relay output from the PRBS §enerator drove two pneumatic
actuators, through convertors. The two actuators moved the
absorbers in opposite directions, i.e. 180 0 out-of-phase.
Potentiometers connected to the actuator shafts monitored the
positions of the absorbers, which were also connected to the
actuator shafts.

Bias circuits removed the DC component from each signal,
which was then amplified to the 1 volt range and filtered to
remove noise at frequencies significantly greater than the
maximum frequency of interest. This filtering was single-
order and was implemented on the TRIO analog computer. The gain
adjustment was such that flux A (FA) and flux B (FB) had
identical gains although that of flux A was negative. Also,
absorber position A (PA) and absorber position B (PB) had
identical gains.

Inverters and summing amplifiers on the TRIO generated
the following quantities:

(1) difference in fluxes
(2) difference in absorber positions
(3) sum of absorber positions

All signals, including sampling and clock pulses, were
recorded in an analog format on the PEMCO tape recorder.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

3.1 Procedure

After the reactor reached a steady power level of 5 watts,
the absorber drives were turned on; the resulting minor pertur
bation to the fundamental power was manually stabilized using
moderator level control. The back-off current to each fission
chamber amplifier was adjusted so that the DC outputs were all
zero. Likewise, the absorber position potentiometer outputs
were biased to yield a zero mean value. The gains of all signals
were adjusted so that the peak value of each was lletween 0.5 and
1.4 volts, the optimum voltage range for the FM tape recorder.
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The reactor power remained reasonably constant and only
small, occasional changes in moderator level were required to
maintain the desired flux level.

Normally, for each detector configuration, sequences
corresponding to f = 1, 5, 10 and 20 Hz were used. Running
times varied from ~ne hour to a few minutes. Although some
difficulties were encountered during these experiments with
the absorber and recording system, design changes and improve
ments should assure more efficient use of the available reactor
time in the future (see Appendix B) .

3.2 Data Treatment

Only a brief description of the data treatment will be
given here since a detailed description is given elsewhere C7J.

The signals from the PEMCO tape recorder were taken in
pairs for analysis. On playback, each signal was filtered at
0.85 of the Nyquist frequency by a high order, low-pass Krohn
Hite filter, to prevent aliasing. Ensemble averaging was done
in the time domain to remove noise. This operation was carried
out using the Reactor Control Branch PDP-8 computer. A paper
tape of the ensemble average was produced for input to the G-20
computer.

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) program is available on
the PDP-8 and was used for a quick look at the results. The
results presented later in the report were obtained from another
FFT program written for the G-20 computer. This program produces
a Bode plot of the results along with a "mean curve" drawn through
the points. All the measured transfer function plots shown in
this report were generated on the G-20 computer.

(4 )
H (fo ) =

The "mean curve" is produced from a running-average
program described in detail in [8J. Briefly, the method consists
of taking a weighted average over a region symmetric about a
point on the log f axis. The mean value of the transfer function
at frequency f o is given in the continuous case by

co
J_coF[log(f/folJH(fld(log f)

co
J_coFClog(f/fo)ld(log f)

(
f ).,

log f
o

J is a suitable symmetricwhere FClog(f/fo)J
weighting function
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R(f) : value of transfer function at frequency f
(complex quantity).

H (fo ) :

where

In the discrete cas~, this formula

~ F[109(t) ] H(f)/f

I~ FL 109(~o) J /f

becomes:

( 5)

f o : k M

f : (k+j) M

and
k : harmonic number

j : index of summation

M : fundamental frequency of PRBS.

The bandwidth B must be defined to give the proper resolution
for the data being analyzed. The value of B is defined in [8J
by the following function of frequency

B : log(w ) + log (W256) log (256/k)
256 log (256/2) (6)

where for the data considered here Wz : 1.7 and W256 : 1.04.

4. RESULTS

A representative sample of the measured transfer
functions is shown in Fig. 4 to 15. Table 6 lists all the
transfer functions measured and where appropriate gives the
corresponding figure number. The locations of the detectors
and core configurations for all runs are also listed in
Table 6 on the next page.
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TABLE 6

Summary of Transfer Function Measurements

Configuration Detector* Frequency Run Figure Date
Location (HZ)

2 P 1 5 2 4,5 25/8/71

2 p 1 5 3 1/9/71

2 p 1 10 4 6,7 1/9/71

2 p 1 20 5 1/9/71

2 p 3 5 6 1/9/71

2 p 3 10 7 8,9 1/9/71

2 p 3 20 8 1/9/71

6 p 4 5 10 7/9/71

6 p 4 10 11 10,11 7/9/71

6 p 4 1 12 7/9/71

6 p 6 1 13 8/9/71

6 p 6 20 14 12,13 8/9/71

6 p 6 15 15 14,15 8/9/71

* See Fig. 1

In discussing the various transfer functions that follow,
terminology associated with the modal type of analysis will be
used. The 1st azimuthal transfer functions are obtained by
taking the difference of the flux signals as output (-FA+FB) where
the input is the difference of absorber position signals (-PA+PB).
The fundamental transfer function is obtained by summing the
above signals, i.e. output = (FA+FB) and input = (PA+PB).

Since the same signals are used to derive the 1st azimuthal
and fundamental transfer functions the relative gains at the
detector positions are easily obta1ned. The plots as shown are
the transfer functions relating the various signals (in volts) as
stored on the tape. The gain normalization number - 128 dB (A/mk,
fundamental) relates the 0 dB line on the plots to the transfer
function of composite flux signal (A=amps)/composite absorber
position (mk, fundamental).
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Each of the curves ~n Fig. 4 to 15 shows gain and phase
for

f = k t:, f
where

k = 1, 2, ..... 255

and f
f:,f

s
= 512 .

The smoothed curve is calculated as described in the previous
section for the range

2 t:, f < f < 214 t:, f.- -
In the high-frequency region (f>O.35f ) the scatter in the
experimental points always becomes la~ge. In this region, there
is very little power in the PRBS so that the SiN ratio is small.
The results in this region should be ignored.

The "oscillations" apparent in some of the curves are
the result of non-linear behaviour of the system. The reasons
for the presence of non-linearities will be discussed in the
next section. The mean errors for the experimental data are
estimated to be ± 50 in phase and ± 1 dB in gain.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Before discussing the various measured transfer functions
a brief outline will be given of the methods used to derive the
theoretical transfer functions that will be compared with the
experimental results. The methods vary from a uniform-reactor
linearized kinetics model to a space-dependent treatment.

5.1 Transfer Function Calculations

5.1.1 Uniform Reactor Model

The reactor transfer function for this model is calculated
using equation (1). All the terms used in the equation are
defined in the usual way. The (r-8) plane buckling difference
term Af is defined below as

Ad = B d Bo
d-n n

where k
'"k = MdB dn 1 + n
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where

n = 0, represents the fundamental mode and

n = 1, the 1st azimuthal mode.

The values of Ai for the 2 P and 6 P split cores are
given in Table 1. They are based on the 1st azimuthal mode
eigenvalues found in [1]. The fundamental and 1 st azimuthal
mode transfer functions are given in Fig. 16 to 18. The gains
(all in dB) are normalized to the fundamental mode gain at 5 HZ,
which is equal to 0.03107(lI~o/~o)/(lIko/ko)(mk)

5.1.2 Avery's Model

The coupled-core system can be described in terms of the
Avery model, which considers the system as two point reactors
whose interaction is dependent on a coupling coefficient. The
full details of the model may be found elsewhere [10].

Two methods were used to generate transfer functions
from this model. using Avery's terminology, the two-zone,
symmetrical-reactor, differential, small-signal transfer function
is given as (see Appendix C)

where for a symmetric configuration
flux. The transfer functions shown
obtained.using "Bode Plotter" [11].
Table 2 has been used.

k = k = k and N = average
.12. 21 19 x d 201n F1g. an were
The delayed neutron data of

(7)
a e.s

1-s + 2k + (1-2k ) \ 1
x x. L . (A.+s)

1=1 1

=
liN
lIk

The Avery equations have also been represented on an
analog computer using a reactivity input disturbance displaying
similar characteristics to those present in the experiment to
examine the non-linear effect. The various transfer functions
so obtained are shown in Fig. 21.

5.1.3 Space-Dependent Model

A method suggested by Cohn, Johnson and MacDonald [12]
of using a static code to calculate space-dependent reactor
transfer functions has been incorporated into the program VARIHEX
by P. Garvey [13].
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Briefly, the method may be described by considering the
one-dimensional, one-group diffusion equation

D(x}72 ¢ (x, t) -L: (x) ¢ (x, t) + (l-~) vL:
f

(x) ¢ (x, t) +~A. C. (x, t) +So (x, t)
r ~ ~ ~

_ 1:. o¢(x,t)
- v ot (8)

with the precursor densities C.(x,t) given by
~

oC.(x,t)
~

ot
= ~.vL:f(x)¢(x,t) - A.C.(X,t)

~ ~ ~

( 9)

and where So(x,t) is the source term representing the external
distrubance. The other terms have their usual meaning.

If we restrict the method to treatment of sinusoidal
disturbances we can write

¢(x,t) = w(x)exp(jwt) (10)

where W(x) is a complex amplitude dependent on position and
frequency.

substitution of (10) into equation (8) results ~n the
following equation

( 11)+ So = 0
A.~
~

+ vL:fWL:(. ')
~ JW+A.

~

L: +jWW + (l-~)vL:fWr v

Determination of W(x) for a given So constitutes a solution to
the problem.

Calculations of the space-dependent reactor transfer
function for the types of disturbance used in these experiments
have been carried out by P. Garvey [13J. The results for the
fundamental and first azimuthal transfer function are shown in
Fig. 22 and 23. Here the gains have been normalized to the
fundamental transfer function gain at 1 Hz which for the 6 P
core equals

0.115 (~¢o/¢o)/(~ko/ko)mk, fundamental

and for the 2 P core equals

0.123 (~¢o/¢o)/(~ko/ko)mk, fundamental.

Another method of obtaining transfer functions from a
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Fourier analysis of time-domain solutions of the partial
differential equations is being investigated but results are
not yet available.

5.2 Assessment of Results

As mentioned previously, delays were encountered during
the experiments which limited the number of runs obtainable.
In spite of these difficulties, it was possible using the data
obtained to make some useful comparisons with various theoretical
results. In addition, a study of the results obtained shows that
it should be possible, with minor modifications to the technique,
to improve the quality of the data obtained in future experiments.

The measured frequency responses presented here include
the spatial dependence of the measurement location. A procedure
for removing this dependence and hence obtaining the modal
response has been suggested by Serdula [6J. However, it has
not been applied to the experimental or calculated results of
section 5.1.3. A correction could also be applied to account
for the slightly different absorber worths in the 1st azimuthal
and fundamental modes.

5.2.1 Non-Linear Effects

Some of the transfer functions (especially those relating
to the fundamental mode) have "oscillations". As explained in
[8J, these are the results of non-linearities. The reactor
kinetics equations (fundamental mode) are basically non-linear.
If the input perturbation is small, however, a linearized transfer
function can be derived. The effect of increasing the amplitude
of the disturbance is seen in Fig. 21 which shows the frequency
response (fundamental mode) determined from the analog simulation.
In future experiments changes to the experimental technique are
recommended to discriminate against non-linear contamination;
these are described in Appendix B.

The non-linear effects are quite evident in the fundamental
mode measurements but practically non-existent in the 1st azimuthal
mode results. This is largely due to the form of the disturbance
which consisted of two absorbers driven in opposite directions.
If the two absorbers had been identical and the rise and fall times
equal, the fundamental mode would have been suppressed completely.
However, due to unavoidable mechanical differences this was not
the case and there remained some residue of power to drive the
fundamental mode. The Fourier amplitude spectrum of the disturbance
did not have an optimum shape as the harmonic corresponding to
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clocking frequency was very large.
fundamental mode frequency response

The ability to measure
was an unexpected bonus.

5.2.2 Comparison with Theory

The comparisons with the theoretical models that follow
are mainly qualitative. A more detailed theoretical analysis
will be made when additional experimental data become available.

5.2.2.1 Space-Independent Model

The expression for the small-signal transfer function,
equation (1), and the differential transfer function expression,
equation (9), have essentially the same form. Because the small
signal approximation is used the non-linear effect exhibited in
the experiments is not reproduced. Ignoring the non-linearities
we see that there is good qualitative agreement between the
calculated and measured transfer functions. The calculated
break frequency (i.e. phase = _45°) in the 6 P 1st azimuthal
mode (or differential) trunsfer function occurs at f,~5.5 Hz
(see Fig. 17 and 20a) while the measured f,~7 Hz (see Fig. 11
and 13).

As mentioned above. it is possible to obtain from the
experiment a measure of the relative gain of the fundamental
and 1st azimuthal frequency response at a spatial point. A
summary of the gain difference at the arbitrarily chosen
frequency of 1 Hz is given in Table 7 for all runs. The values
derived from the various models are also given. It can be seen
that the uniform reactor model results agree surprisingly well
with the measured values. This agreement is probably fortuitous
as the measured gain separation is dependent on the location of
the flux detectors. From this table the reproducibility of
the experimental results is also seen to be good.

The observed break frequency for the fundamental mode
in both the 2 P and 6 P split cores occurs at approximately
1 Hz. This yields an estimate of the prompt neutron lifetime
L = ~/2rrfo~1.1 ms for these ZEEP rods in ZED-2.

The break frequency for the 2 P 1st azimuthal response
was not observed in the experiments since it occurs at a
frequency greater than 20 Hz. This is confirmed by the small
signal transfer function calculation for the 2 P case (Fig. 18).
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TABLE 7

Gain Separation at 1 Hz

(Gain of Fundamental - Gain of 1st Azimuthal Response)
at Given Detector Location

Core Run Frequency Figure Detector Separation (dB)
Location Uniform

Experiment VARIHEX Reactor
Hz Model

2 P 2 5 4,5 1 21 29 22

2 P 3 5 1 22 29 22

2 P 4 10 6,7 1 20 29 22

2 P 5 20 1 22 29 22

2 P 6 5 3 20 23 22

2 P 7 10 8,9 3 20 23 22

6 P 10 5 4 11 14 12

6 P 11 10 10,11 4 12 14 12

6 P 14 20 12,13 6 11 12 12

6 P 15 5 14,15 6 11 12 12

5.2.2.2 Analog Simulation

In the analog simulation it was possible to use an
input perturbation that closely resembled the actual absorber
motion, i.e. with the same rise and fall times as the absorber
and driven by the same PRBS. Since the "linearizing" approxi
mation is not made here any non-linear behaviour should also
be reproduced.

The analog results shewn in Fig. 21 represent the
response derived from the sum of fluxes and sum of absorber
positions and is analogous to the fundamental mode response.
The effect of reducing the size of the input perturbation
from 2 mk (Fig. 21c) to 0.3 mk (Fig. 21a) can be seen, thus
confirming that non-linear ities are the cause of the "oscil
lations" in the experimental data.
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The experiments described here (when combined with an
analog simulation) are ideal for verifying the calculated values
of nodal model coupling coefficient at least for a two-region
system.

5.2.2.3 Space-Dependent Model

The calculated space-dependent transfer functions have
been obtained using the method described in Section 5.1.3. The
model is only valid for small perturbations and hence cannot
treat the non-linear case.

Because the detectors were located interstitially the
gains and phases shown in Fig. 22 and 23 were taken as an average
of the four surrounding mesh points. Calculations were made
from 0.10 Hz to 10 Hz and the calculated results are in reasonable
agreement with the experimental results for gain and phase shift.
The calculated results shown are for the thermal group only. The
fast group results are similar in shape.

As already mentioned, a comparison of the calculated
and experimental gain separations for the various detector
positions is given in Table 7. Because of the limited amount
of experimental data it is difficult to draw any conclusions
from this comparison although the agreement is reasonable in
all cases other than for detector location 1. Additional
experimental data from a wider range of detector locations
would be needed to thoroughly check the validity of these
calculations.

5.3 Eigenvalue Separation in Terms of prompt Natural Modes

In a recent paper, Burke and Rydin [14J derive an
expression relating the prompt, natural-mode eigenvalues and
the eigenvalues of the static or lambda-mode calculated by, say
MICRETE-4.

This expression can be written as follows:

(~,- ~J = (~ (12)

where ao and a, are the prompt natural-mode fundamental and
1st azimuthal e~genvalues and k o and k , are the static funda
mental and 1st azimuthal eigenvalues. The other terms have
their usual meaning.
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For the 6 P core (see Fig. 10 to 15) uo~6.28 rad/sec
and u , ~31.2 rad/sec, hence from the above formula, setting k o =
1.0, w~ obtain k , = 0.972.

This agrees well with the MICRETE-4 value of k , =
0.9724 (1). As noted previously the break frequency was not
observed for the 2 P core, so a check cannot be made for this
case.

6. SUMMARY

The main objectives of the split-core kinetics
experiments were

(a) to provide data for checking spatial kinetic
codes and models and

(b) to gain experience with the experimental
techniques required for such measurements.

As a result of the experience gained during the experiments
we recommend several changes to the experimental equipment
and procedure that would improve the quality of the data
obtained and thus simplify comparisons with the codes and
models (see Appendix B).

Because of the limited number of experiments carried
out in this first series of tests it was not possible to obtain
the wide range of results needed to thoroughly check a kinetics
code. It is, therefore, felt that additional ZED-2 experiments
are required to meet objective (a).

consideration should also be given to the possibility
of performing experiments with more than two regions. This
will provide the necessary experimental information with which
to check proposed multi-region reactor analog simulation. The
advantages of using a different type of fuel (e.g. 28-rod U0

2
)

should also be considered.
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APPENDIX A

Modal Approximations

A brief summary of the modal approximation as applied
to reactor kinetics problems is given here. A review of this
and other approximations for treating this problem is given
elsewhere [151.

The modal approximation consists essentiallY of expressing
all or a portion of the spatial part of a group flux ¢ (r,6,t) in
terms of unknown time-dependent coefficients and known space
dependent coefficients. Thus, using Serdula's terminology in
the modal analysis, the response of the flux ¢(r,6,t) can be
written

'"¢(r,6,t) = L: AM (r,6) T (t)
n=o n n n

where
n

A

T (t)
n

M (r ,6)
n

= a two-digit modal index

= amplitude coefficient associated with the nth mode

= a time function associated with nth mode

= a function giving the spatial dependence of the
nth mode

i I

A number of choices can be made for the M (r,6). For
example, Helmholtz modes have the advantage of be~ng analytic
functions and are also easily obtained. For complex geometries,
however, a large number of modes are necessary to reasonably
approximate the flux.

Those associated with the initial unperturbed reactors
are a better choice for the modes. These are sometimes referred
to as the stat~c or lambda modes~ A convenient method of
generating the fundamental and higher harmonic modes is used.
For example, if a reasonable estimate of the eigenvalue
associated with a particular harmonic is input as a first guess
in the MICRETE-4 code, then in most instances it will converge
on the harmonic of interest. For ease of discussion the
terminology associated with analytic or Helmholtz modes will
be used to describe the higher harmonics. Thus the mode which
is positive in one half and negative in the other half of the
core will be called the first azimuthal mode.
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Since MICRETE-4 is a two-group code one would normally
assume the following type of normalization condition

J Mm*(r,6) M (r,6)dV = 6
n mn

however, because it is not now possible to calculate adjoint
fluxes with MICRETE-4 the following normalizing condition is
used

(r,6) M (r,6)dV = 6
n mn
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APPENDIX B

Suggested Improvements to the Experimental Technique

A major redesign of the absorber mechanism to signifi
cantly increase the maximum frequency is not recommended;
however. with minor modifications the performance of the absorber
can be improved. It is also desirable to reduce non-linear
effects. Some suggested changes to the equipment and technique
are given below:

1) Increase the size of the air ports in the piston assembly.

2) Increase the size of the air supply hose and move the
supply closer to the reactor.

3) Decrease the absorber worth to approximately 0.5 mk.

4) Use an "N"-type PRBS to discriminate against non-linear effects.

5) obtain an additional TQU ion chamber.

6) Improve the signal manipulation instrumentation
- to permit continuous monitoring of recorded

signal range
- to ensure that each signal received identical

filtering.

It should be possible with the above changes to
considerably improve the quality and reliability of the data
obtained. It is hoped as well that improvements to the
absorber mechanism will increase the maximum frequency from
the present 7 Hz to approximately 10 Hz and thus permit
reliable measurements up to 20 or perhaps even 30 Hz.
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APPENDIX C

Two-Zone Reactor Differential Transfer Function

From Reference [lOJ, equations 20 (a) through (fl,
the two-zone reactor differential transfer function has been
derived. The following assumptions were made:

(1) A small-signal (perturbation) case only is considered, i.e.

N" = N" + tiN 1 1

N,a = N,a + tlN,a

Na 1 = Na 1 + tiNa 1

Naa = Naa + tiNa a

k
"

= k
"

+ tlk
"

kaa = ka~ + tlkaa

C, . = C, . + tlC, .
l. l. l.

-
Ca. = Ca i + tlc a .

l. l.

(2) There is complete symmetry, i.e.

.t , 1 = .t,a = .ta 1 = .taa = .t

k12 = k a 1 = k
X

tiN 1 1 = -tiNa a

N" = Naa

tiN 1 a = ANal

N, a = Nal

tiki 1 = -tlkaa = tlk

k ll = kaa

IIC , . = -tlCa.
l. l.

C, . = Ca.
l. l.

The differential transfer function is:

tiN
tlk =

.ts + 2k
x

N
l3.s

l.

I...+s
l.
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where

liN = difference from average flux (tilt)

(Nll + N1 2 ) - (Na 1 + N22 )

= 2

N = average flux

(Nll + N12 ) + (N21 + N22)
= 2

k = cross coupling
x

~. = precursor abundances
J.

A. = precursor decay constants
J.

The nodal model differential transfer function is
equivalent to the first azimuthal transfer furiction of the
modal model. with no coupling (i.e. k = 0) the differential
transfer function is equivalent to theXfundamental mode of the
modal analysis.
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